PLEASE CHECK ALL INDIVIDUAL BONUS
TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE PLAYING.
18+ AND NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY. PLEASE
GAMBLE RESPONSIBLY - BEGAMBLEAWARE.ORG
21 CASINO TERMS
Get a 121% non-sticky welcome bonus up to £300.
18+. New players only. Minimum deposit of £10. Bonus funds are 121% up to £300 and separate to
Cash funds. 35x bonus wagering requirements. £5 max bet with bonus. Bonus must be used within
30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed. Be Gamble Aware. Full Terms & Conditions
apply. Take up offer here.

SLOTSMILLION TERMS
100% UP TO £100 On 1st Deposit Plus 100 Extra Spins
Get a 100% non-sticky bonus up to £100 plus 100 extra spins. 18+ and new players only. Minimum
deposit of £20. Bonus funds are 100% up to £100 and separate to Cash funds. 20 spins will be
credited on first deposit and a further 4 batches of 20 spins over the next 4 days. 48x bonus wagering
requirements. £5 max bet with bonus however bigger bets will not be accepted to protect player
from unintentionally breaking the terms. Bonus must be used within 30 days otherwise any unused
bonus shall be removed. Full Terms & Conditions Apply. Be Gamble Aware. Take up offer here.

DUNDER TERMS
Welcome Package up to £600 + 20 & 180 Free Spins
Minimum deposit £20. Welcome package consists of 3 bonuses. 1st deposit 200% up to £50, 2nd
deposit 50% up to £150, 3rd deposit 25% up to £400. 20 free spins upon registration and 20 free
spins every day for 9 days from first deposit (activated after 01:00 CET. Max bet with bonus is
bonuses of 25 times the received amount and deposit. Full Terms and Conditions apply. Take up offer
here.

GUTS TERMS
Exclusive 200% first deposit upto £200, i.e £100 = £300 to play with. Use code ROCKNROLLA
Full terms and conditions apply. Take up offer here.

VIDEO SLOTS TERMS
100% Deposit match up to £200 (released in 10% increments) with £10 bonus & 11 bonus spins
You will receive 11 welcome spins in a random game upon first registration. You have 7 days to
activate the bonus, once activated extra spins must be used within 24 hours. No deposit required to
play. All winnings from extra spins need to be wagered 40 times in the same game as the extra spins
were given within 24 hours to be eligible to make a cash out of the winnings. You can withdraw a
maximum of £10 from your winnings. You must be 18 or over to play and 21 in countries where that is
the minimum age by law. Play responsibly. We will match your deposit up to £200 on your first
deposit. £10 minimum deposit required. You are required to wager the bonus amount 20 times before
you can withdraw the bonus funds. You can forfeit the bonus and take the winnings and paid out
bonus funds. Only the remaining balance of the bonus which has not yet been released will be
forfeited. Bonus will be paid out in 10% increments to your cash account. Jackpot games do not
contribute to the conversion. Maximum bet per spin is either 50% of your deposit up to £20. You will
receive £10 extra cash from us when you make your first minimum deposit of £10. You are required to
wager the bonus amount 25 times before you can withdraw the bonus funds. Play responsibly. Full
Terms and Conditions apply. Take up offer here.

BETVICTOR TERMS
Bet £10 Get £60 absolutely FREE
*Qualifying bet must be placed at odds of 2.0 or greater; £50 Free Sports Bet split into 5 bets of £10
each, valid on set events only;
**Wager must be 40 times the Free Casino Bonus in order to withdraw winnings. Credit or Debit Card
deposits only; Deposit and bet of £10 required within 7 days of opening new account. Play
responsibly. Full Terms and Conditions apply. Take up offer here.

SLOT PLANET TERMS
An exclusive 200% non-sticky bonus up to £400
18+. New players only. Minimum deposit of £20. Bonus funds are 200% up to £400 and separate to
Cash funds. 35x (bonus + deposit) wagering requirements. £5 max bet with bonus. Bonus must be
used within 30 days otherwise any unused bonus shall be removed. Full Terms and Conditions apply.
Take up offer here.

LV BET
£10 no deposit bonus (BF slots only & £100cap) and the LV BET welcome package of up to 1,000
bonus spins!
Welcome offer is awarded on the deposited amount, over the first 4 deposit transactions. Wagering
requirements: 35x Minimum deposit: £10. Game limitations apply, please read the full terms and
conditions and contact customer support if you have any questions.
1st deposit 100%: Min deposit £10, max bonus: £200
2nd deposit 50%: Min deposit £10, max bonus: £200
3rd deposit 25%: Min deposit £10, max bonus: £500
4th deposit 100%: Min deposit £10, max bonus: £100
1st deposit: £10 to £49 > 10 LV spins £50 to £99 >100 LV spins - £100+ > 200 LV spins on Starburst
2nd deposit: £10 to £49 > 10 LV spins £50 to £199 >100 LV spins - £200+ > 200 LV spins on Aloha
3rd deposit: £10 to £99 > 10 LV spins £100 to £499 >250 LV spins - £500+ > 500 LV spins on Joker Pro
4th deposit: £10 to £49 > 10 LV spins £50 to £99 >50 LV spins - £100+ > 100 LV spins on Wild Wild
West.
Be Gamble Aware. Full terms and conditions apply. Take up offer here.
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